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One of the great things about being a travel advisor is
that I get to decide (unless someone else speaks first!)
where our groups get to go next. I just reserved a river
cruise through France for May of 2023. This eight-day
cruise has optional add-ons at either end with a French
Riviera at the beginning and a Paris extension at the
end. The cruise itself ambles along France’s Rhone
River past some of the most beautiful vistas the
French countryside has to offer. I chose dates that are
at the peak of the lavender field’s blooming in
Provence. In addition to the beauty of the countryside, we will visit Gallo-Roman ruins in both
Vienne and Arles (three UNESCO World Heritage sites) and will get to walk the cobbled streets
of Arles to see how it inspired Vincent Van Gogh. Learn about the region time-honored
winemaking traditions, sample Beaujolais varietals and try the world-famous regional cuisine in
Lyon. C’est magnifique! If you are interested in getting the best pricing and the best choice of
staterooms, call or email me and I am happy to provide you with a sample quote!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBhbed3am4A
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About Me!
I am Lauren Williams, owner of Trip Quest Travel Services for the past six
years. Moving from three decades in education to becoming a travel consultant
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has caused me to shift from “The Doctor of Education” to “The Doctor of
Travel.” My clients are often just like me – they want a rejuvenating vacation
that teaches them about the world and the cultures around them. I love beautiful
scenery, exploring new places, and learning something new every day! Aside
from travel, I stay busy with my husband, Steve, and our four children and
thirteen grandchildren. Being active in the church and in our community feeds
our souls as well. I love to play tennis, pickleball, and bridge when I am not
helping clients plan that perfect trip! Because our world is so much smaller
now, I am happy to work with clients wherever they might live…but by referral
only. Hope you enjoy my monthly newsletter – let me know if there is

something you’d like to know more about!

Liza Dozier Gail
Pendergrast

Mary Rogers
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